ADDENDUM NO. 1
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO HOSPITAL
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
933 Bradbury Dr. SE, Ste. 3165
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87106

Date: September 28, 2016
Request for Pricing: RFP P357-16 Espresso Café – Food Items
Name of buyer: Justin M Ayala

This Addendum becomes a part of the Original document and Modifies, as noted below, the original Request for Proposal:

- **Due Date:**
  - The due date for responses has been extended to:
    - **Friday October 7, 2016 at 3:00 PM MDT.**

**ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS WILL REMAIN THE SAME.**

This addendum becomes a part of the request Documents and modifies, as noted above, the original Request for Pricing documents identified. All other provisions of the pricing document shall remain unchanged. This addendum is hereby made a part of the Request for Pricing Documents to the same extent as those provisions contained in the original documents and all itemized listing thereof.

**Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in the space provided on the Request for Pricing Form.** Failure to do so may cause your proposal to be considered non-responsive and your response rejected.

(End of Addendum)